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Executive Summary 

As part of a project for the Great Lakes Mapping Coalition, subsurface unconsolidated sediment 

mapping methods at the Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS) were evaluated in the context of recent 

formalization of lithostratigraphic nomenclature for Quaternary-aged sediment (Johnson et al., 2016) and 

its application to regional investigations.   

This report reviews current subsurface unconsolidated sediment modeling methods at MGS to address 

how model application to regional investigations can be improved in several fundamental ways: 1.) 

reduce errors and redundancy in final subsurface models that are artifacts of the modeling process itself, 

including linearity along cross-section lines in both elevation and map unit extent, unintended gaps in 

map units between cross sections, and lithostratigraphic formation subdivision to accommodate sand 

bodies within formations ; 2.) quantify uncertainty in modeling subsurface sand and gravel; and 3.) 

provide a work plan and method for subsurface models to remain current within shorter time frames as 

new data become available. 

Unintended model artifacts are best addressed by revising current workflow to include plan view 

mapping in the model building process.  This is accomplished by using current cross-section methods to 

assign lithologic units to well records that best fit the cross-section interpretations.  Geologists would use 

these data to map fine-grained materials such as tills and lacustrine units in plan view using data point 

elevations.  Redundancy in subsurface formation rasters is eliminated by removing sand and gravel rasters 

from the modeling building process and replacing them with output from an interpolated sand model.  

The interpolated model would still be used in cross-section view to help identify geologic contacts and 

infer depositional history, but would not be mapped in cross section.  This allows the geologist to focus 

on formation lithostratigraphy of till and lacustrine units while providing quantifiable uncertainty in 

subsurface sand and gravel distribution.  As new wells are drilled or older wells are located it is expected 

that till distribution will remain relatively static, whereas geometry of interpolated subsurface sand bodies 

will be continuously appended and revised.  Given the consistency of lithostratigraphic nomenclature 
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between maps, subsurface models will remain consistent with existing data through periodic re-

interpolation of subsurface sand. 

A change in County Geologic Atlas (CGA) Part A deliverables would require a change in Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) CGA Part B groundwater sensitivity mapping methods.  An 

aquifer naming by geographic extent is proposed, where the name is indexed by unconfined or confined 

conditions.  Beyond aquifer naming in a GIS environment, proposed changes to workflow methods are 

minimized and may be more directly aligned with the long-term groundwater sensitivity mapping goal of 

regional management of groundwater resources.    

Introduction 

Historically, the goal of subsurface Quaternary sediment mapping at the Minnesota Geological Survey 

(MGS) has been to provide information on the distribution and inferred depositional environment of 

coarse- to fine-grained material, herein broadly defined as glaciofluvial (sand and gravel) and supraglacial 

to subglacial (till).  More recently, map units have been named according to a formalized 

lithostratigraphic nomenclature (Johnson et al., 2016) providing, for the first time, a consistent framework 

for understanding the history of repeated glacial advances in Minnesota.  When combined with advances 

in three-dimensional subsurface modeling, this framework will be used by ground and surface water 

resource managers to view subsurface aquifer and aquitard distributions across traditional political and/or 

geographic map boundaries.   

A recent project at the MGS, funded in part by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) through 

the Great Lakes Mapping Coalition (USGS, 2019) builds on this framework by the construction of five 

kilometer-spaced (5K) west to east cross sections across central Minnesota (Figure 1) (Staley et al., 2019).  

The study area was chosen because it covers a variety of land uses, including agricultural and urban 

landscapes, and includes Quaternary sediment spanning both late and pre-late Wisconsinan glaciations 

(Johnson et al., 2016).  The study area also includes more detailed subsurface mapping based on one 
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kilometer-spaced (1K) west to east cross sections across Kandiyohi County (Staley, 2019) completed as 

part of the County Geologic Atlas (CGA) program, along with the proposed Minnesota Department of 

Natural Resources (DNR) Bonanza Valley Ground Water Management Area (GWMA) (DNR, 2019) 

(Figure 1). 

Because the Bonanza Valley GWMA shown in Figure 1 includes areas both mapped and unmapped by 

the CGA program, it was chosen as a site to compare current CGA Quaternary-aged subsurface modeling 

methods for sand and gravel deposits with interpolation methods.   For clarity,  the term ‘map’ is used in 

this report to refer to delineation of geologic units in two dimensions – either plan view or in cross 

section; the term ‘model’ is used to refer to delineation of geologic units in three dimensions. 

As with many natural resource management programs based on watershed boundaries, goals of the 

Bonanza Valley GWMA are best accomplished with continuous geologic modeling across political 

borders within the watershed.  The formalized lithostratigraphic framework for tills addresses this 

problem in part by providing consistent naming of subsurface till units.   Although the focus of this report 

is on modeling subsurface sand and gravel, the Bonanza Valley GWMA, with its requirements for 

detailed modeling of both aquifers (and gravel) and aquitards (till) provides an opportunity to assess how 

this task is completed. 

The goal of this report is to review current Quaternary-aged subsurface sediment modeling methods at 

the MGS and offer suggestions on how it can be improved in several fundamental ways: 1.) reduce errors 

in the final subsurface models that are artifacts of the modeling process itself; 2.) quantify uncertainty in 

modeling subsurface sand and gravel; and 3.) provide a work plan and method for subsurface models to 

remain current within shorter time frames as new data become available. 

Summary of current methods 

Current subsurface modeling methods – sand and gravel 
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Current modelling methods are based on datasets created with regularly spaced west to east cross 

sections.  The primary motivation for choosing this method was to bridge MGS staff two-dimensional 

mapping experience (either cross section or plan view) with building three-dimensional models.  The 

generalized procedure is as follows: geologists create cross sections using desktop GIS software (ESRI, 

2019) – typically with 1K spacing but as low as 500 meter spacing in areas with a high density of water 

well data; West-east (X), north-south (Y) and elevation (Z) coordinates for cross-section geologic unit 

contacts are extracted from the cross-section feature classes and interpolated into rasters of unit bases.  

Raster bases are then used to build a geologic model from youngest to oldest geologic units.  Specifically, 

unconsolidated material surface topography - starting with the land surface, is cut by progressively older 

units, with the previously eroded surface becoming the top of the unit below.  In model nomenclature, 

surfaces derived from the cross section lines shown are ‘working’ surfaces; ‘eroded’ surfaces are created 

as the process steps through working surfaces in stratigraphic order (Nita et al., 2007).    

Current methods present some problems.  Lithostratigraphic units are not assigned to borehole logs - 

rather, unit top and base elevations are taken from cross-section contact lines.  This results in a rippling 

elevation artifact between cross sections (Figure 2.A).  In addition, for the subsurface model building 

process to run correctly, each sand body must be associated with a lithostratigraphically older till unit.  

This results in arbitrary subdivisions of till units in cases where sand intervals occur within a single 

mapped till (Figure 2.B.)  Finally, because geologists are mapping subsurface sand and till units in cross-

section view only, resulting subsurface plan view model results can have a distinct linearity 

corresponding to the west-east cross-section direction (Figure 2.C.) 

Construction of many cross sections for CGA projects - roughly 50 to 100 depending on the size and 

data density of the county being modeled, creates additional problems.  Maintaining a consistent 

interpretation framework is particularly difficult.  Mapping typically includes revisions to unit names and 

boundaries during map construction.  This is not a problem for a single map or a series of representative 
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cross sections, but becomes intractable given the number of cross sections required for subsurface model 

construction.  

To assist with overall (both sand and till) subsurface model construction, interpolated sand models 

have been created to provide the geologist with a first-pass overview of county-wide sand distribution.  

Interpolated sand models are constructed by applying ordinary kriging estimation and prediction standard 

error methods on well log data to estimate the likelihood of sand occurrence at 5 foot elevation intervals 

from the land surface to the bedrock surface (see methods and scripts, Appendix A).  By viewing the data 

by elevation in plan view, cross-section view, or three dimensionally, the geologist can build a conceptual 

model of potential contacts between till units and potential ice lobe terminations (buried outwash) before 

cross-section construction begins.   

In stackmap view, the Bonanza Valley GWMA interpolated sand model highlights both surficial sands 

and buried sand bodies with significant lateral extent (Figure 3).  Likelihood of sand occurrence is shown 

gradationally from low probability (blue) to high (red).  At the land surface, surficial sands covering most 

of the GWMA are clearly visible (Figure 3.A).  Additional laterally extensive sand bodies occur between 

1050 and 1130 feet above mean sea level (Figure 3.B) and between 800 and 900 feet above mean sea 

level (Figure 3.C).  

Histograms of sand model elevations by township provide more detailed information on buried sand 

body locations (Figure 4). Histograms show count by elevation of matrix points where likelihood of sand 

occurrence is greater than 40 percent.  In histograms for adjacent Townships 122 and 121N, Ranges 50 

and 40 W, trimodal distributions show surficial sand, along with major buried sand bodies within 

elevation ranges of 800 to 900, and 1050 to 1130 feet above sea level (Figure 5).  Elevation ranges are 

broadly similar within adjacent townships but indicate changes in buried sand body elevations and 

morphology between townships.   Together, the interpolated sand model and associated histograms help 

the geologist build a ‘first-pass’ conceptual model of the region’s depositional events. 
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Comparing methods – sand and gravel 

In cross section, interpolated sand model results are compared to current subsurface cross-section-

based sand modeling methods by overlaying a slice of the interpolated model on Kandiyohi CGA cross 

section A-A’ (Staley, 2018) (Figure 6).  Mapped sand units and the interpolated model have similar lateral 

extents. The bimodal distribution of buried sands is also visible in both mapped (Figure 6.A) and 

interpolated (Figure 6.B) sands; interpolated model results between elevation 800 to 900 feet above sea 

level are associated with unnamed units 2 and 3 (Staley, 2018), and results between elevation 1050 to 

1130 are associated with the Sauk Center and Meyer Lake Members of the Lake Henry Formation tills 

(Staley, 2018).  Surficial sand has similar extent and thickness on both mapped units and interpolated 

model results. 

In plan view, east-west linearity in stratigraphically older Kandiyohi CGA mapped sand bodies (Figure 

2.C) is not present in the interpolated model (Figure 7).   Linearity is typically more pronounced in deeper 

units where data is sparse, and is the result of data extrapolation in the cross-section direction.  Except in 

rare cases where anisotropy in sand deposition is known a priori from well records (e.g. Buffalo aquifer 

(Thorleifson et al.(2005); Gowan, (2014); Harris et al., (1998)) isotropic variograms with a maximum 

correlation length of two kilometers have become the de facto standard at MGS for geostatistical methods 

created in support of CGA subsurface sand and gravel modeling. 

Current subsurface modeling methods – till  

As with sand and gravel, current subsurface till modelling methods are based on datasets created with 

regularly spaced west to east cross sections.  Till and sand models are created concurrently, with base 

elevation rasters derived from cross-section coordinates then used to build geologic model from youngest 

to oldest geologic units.   By volume, till units are largest, exceeded only by unmapped material above the 

bedrock surface in deep-to-bedrock settings.   
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Using elevations from cross-section lines produces accurate reproductions of mapped cross sections 

along model slices, but results in west-east ripples where unit elevations vary slightly from cross section 

to cross section (Figure 2.A).  Furthermore, gaps in till and sand plan view extent can occur between cross 

sections, resulting in unintended spikes in unit thicknesses.  Mapping and contouring till unit contact 

elevations in plan view would remove these artifacts, but requires that interpretations are added to 

borehole records so contact elevations are assigned to data point locations rather than projected onto 

cross-section lines.  In Minnesota, this approach was taken at first (Meyer, 1998), but discontinued 

because well data were inherently difficult to analyze in three dimensions.   

Improvements is GIS technology allow current cross-section-based methods to be modified to 

accommodate interpretation assignments for selected borehole records.  In this way, cross sections would 

be used to create plan view data plots for mapping and contouring.   This approach has not yet been 

attempted at the MGS, but is proposed for future work. 

Assessing uncertainty 

Recognizing heterogeneity of subsurface glacial deposits and the unpredictability of aquifer and 

aquitard extent, some effort has been made to represent uncertainty on CGA cross sections (Figure 2.B).  

A stipple pattern is used to show areas on cross sections when data are sparse.  This method provides the 

map user with a qualitative, albeit clearer picture of the mapper’s uncertainty. 

In the interpolated sand model, uncertainty is quantified based on the model variogram used.  Ordinary 

kriging probability mapping assesses the likelihood of sand occurrence based on existing data and the 

applied variogram model.  The model varies with data density and drillers’ descriptions for a given area.  

As discussed, correlation distances rarely extend further than 2000 meters.  Calculation of prediction 

standard errors are incorporated into to the model building process to trim interpolation results.  In that 

sense, uncertainty is limited based on a qualitative estimate of ‘reasonable’ data density.   Uncertainty 

maps based on kriging prediction standard errors are not currently included as part of the interpolated 
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model dataset, but could be incorporated.  In its current form, the final model shows where likelihood of 

sand occurrence is equal to or greater than forty percent. 

Proposed revisions to current methods 

Given the summary of current methods as outlined, this report proposes that MGS construction 

methods be modified to produce subsurface models that are a hybrid of rasters representing tops and 

bottoms of tills and other fine-grained materials, and a point feature class representing output from the 

interpolated sand model.  Furthermore, this report recommends that till rasters be created by mapping and 

contoured in plan view, using elevation data at well locations rather than derived from cross-section lines.  

The reasons for making these changes are threefold: 1.) Eliminating arbitrary breaks in till units to 

accommodate interbedded, smaller-sized sand bodies in subsurface model building reduces the number of 

rasters required to represent subsurface till units; 2.) Adding lithofacies units directly on water well 

database stratigraphy records benefits applications that require texture information from individual 

boreholes such as engineering or hydrogeologic investigations.  Borehole database interpretations also 

help identify errors in interpolated rasters, as the geologist is directly involved in reviewing 2D surfaces 

in plan view; 3.) As logs of newly drilled or newly located wells become available, it is expected that till 

lithostratigaphy will remain relatively static, whereas geometry of correlated subsurface sandbodies is 

continuously appended and revised.  Given consistency of lithostratigraphic nomenclature between maps, 

subsurface models are more likely to remain consistent with existing data by periodic re-interpolation of 

subsurface sand. 

Revised workflow example from Hennepin CGA (2018) 

A comparison of Hennepin County CGA cross section B-B’ (Berthold, 2018) and interpolated sand 

model results illustrates how these changes could be incorporated into MGS workflow. Figure 8 shows 

Hennepin County interpolated sand model in plan view with associated township histograms of 

subsurface occurrence elevation histograms.  The location of cross-section B-B’ is shown (Figure 8. A) 
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and the cross section is displayed along with an interpolated sand model overlay.  A box bracketing 

elevation interval 800 to 850 shows the transition from buried to surficial sand moving west to east along 

the cross section. 

A close up of the cross section shows how working surfaces for unit bases would be digitized for tills 

only and not sand.  Sand bodies from the interpolated model normally displayed to assist with interpreting 

and digitizing contacts are left out here for clarity (Figure 9).  Note that till bases are drawn/digitized as 

they may have existed prior to deposition of the next youngest till unit.  In the process of model building, 

remnants of older till units are removed in places where they are at a higher elevation than the younger 

unit above it.   After processing, till tops and bottoms are positioned as they appear on the published cross 

section and sand bodies from the interpolated sand model provide reasonable fit to the published cross-

section sand bodies (Figure 10).   

As proposed, Quaternary mappers would focus on mapping subsurface fine-grained material such as 

till and glaciolacustrine units, using the interpolated sand model to identify contacts and infer depositional 

environment.   Using the interpolated model allows sand to be modeled within a single till unit, reducing 

the number of subsurface map units by not having each sand body require an associated till.  At the time 

of this report, a workflow using this approach is in development, and is expected to be modified as 

improvements and efficiencies are identified. 

Impact of proposed changes on DNR CGA Part B geologic sensitivity mapping 

DNR uses Part A atlas products to assess pollution sensitivity (Geologic Sensitivity Workgroup, 1991; 

DNR, 2014).  The pollution sensitivity of buried sand and gravel aquifers and of the first buried bedrock 

surface represents the approximate time it takes for water to move vertically from land surface to the 

target (residence time).   Classification, referred to as an L-score, is based on thickness of low 

permeability geologic material in unconsolidated deposits only, and does not account for vertical 

hydraulic head gradients. 
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Part of the difficulty in applying this methodology to MGS Part A datasets involves aquifer names.  In 

the current system, map unit labels of lithostratgraphic names are used as targets for calculating L-scores.  

This is a problem, not only because of a proliferation of names – particularly in the case of intermediate 

sand bodies and associated subdivision of till units, but also because the names themselves are not 

intuitive for the end user. 

Alternatively, geographic names could be used.  In this scenario, a city, township or regional name 

identifies the location and sequential numbering identifies the target aquifer, with the number ‘00’ 

reserved for unconfined aquifers.  As an example, buried sand at an elevation interval of 800 to 850 feet 

above sea level in western Hennepin County near the city of Rockford could be referred to as ‘Rockford 

02’ because it is the deeper of two confined aquifers in that area (Figure 8).  In eastern Hennepin County, 

sand at the same elevation is a part of a larger, unconfined aquifer – ‘Eastern Hennepin 00’ (Figure 8).  

Regardless of names chosen, the goal is of this strategy is to both reduce the number of aquifer names and 

make them geographically meaningful to end users. 

Figure 11 outlines an L-score calculation example using this naming strategy for western Hennepin 

County.  As with current practice, L-scores are calculated using till raster tops and bottoms above the 

upper-most (highest elevation) occurrence a named aquifer for each unique XY location in the 

interpolated sand model.  In the first example, L-score for lowest-most aquifer ‘Rockford 02’ is 

equivalent to the length of box ‘A’.  In this township, aquifer Rockford 02 occurs between elevations of 

approximately 800 and 850 feet, outlined by the dashed box.  In the second example, L-Score for middle 

aquifer ‘Rockford 01’ is equivalent to the length of box ‘B’.  Finally, L-Score for the bedrock surface is 

equivalent to the length of box ‘C’ minus the sum of 5 foot layers from the interpolated sand model 

within the column.  Although L-scores are currently based on thickness only, scores could also be 

weighted by the relative texture-based permeability estimate for each till. 
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Discussion and recommendations 

The proposed hybrid raster and point subsurface model has several advantages over current methods.  

As outlined, the interpolated sand model can be updated relatively quickly as new water well records 

become available.  In many cases, new well data do not revise till lithostratigraphy, but do potentially 

expand the horizontal and vertical extent of sand bodies.  Arbitrary subdivisions of till units are not 

created in cases where sand intervals occur within a single till unit.  In addition, linearity of mapped 

subsurface sand bodies as an artifact of cross-section-based sand modeling is eliminated.  Finally, 

modifying workflow to assign lithostratigraphic interpretations to well log data combined with plan view 

mapping and contouring of till unit bases should reduce or eliminate both ripple effects along cross-

section lines and unmapped gaps between cross sections.  

From a DNR CGA Part B perspective, the proposed changes to workflow present some obstacles, but 

may be more directly aligned with long-term groundwater sensitivity mapping goals.  Currently, DNR 

uses lithostratigraphic names to identify aquifers.  As discussed this is problematic for several reasons.  

Many sand bodies with separate or similar names may or may not be hydraulically connected.  In cases 

where sands from different glacial advances stack upon one another, they retain their lithostratigraphic 

names, even though they often compose a single aquifer.  As proposed, a buried sand could be named 

geographically – associated with a township or region at the land surface, and then identified numerically 

downward by the approximate number of confining units above it.   

Moving from sand body names to aquifer names requires introduction of hydraulic data, including 

hydraulic head under ambient and stressed conditions and water chemical and/or isotopic composition.  

Although these data are not currently part of aquifer naming, they are collected as part of Part B analysis. 

With the goal of identifying aquifer connection, these tools could result in multiple sand body names 

collapsing into single aquifer names over time, or remaining as separate hydrologic units.  As more wells 

are drilled, both aquifer geometry and hydraulic connections can be re-evaluated in a relatively short 

period of time. 
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Assigning aquifer names to interpolated model point feature attributes might be the biggest challenge 

in modifying current procedures.  Because sand bodies are characterized as point features with attributes 

of sand likelihood, they do not have distinct boundaries defined by elevation rasters.   In the current 

design, an aquifer assignment made to a single point could propagate iteratively through the model where 

points in the model are adjacent to one another.  With improvement in 3D editing, aquifer name attributes 

could be manually assigned by elevation and horizontal extent; alternatively, some combination of point 

propagation and manual editing could be used.  Ultimately, aquifer name assignments will change as 

hydraulic data becomes available.  This is a preferable workflow going forward; as an attribute in the sand 

body interpolation model, an aquifer name will be updated and extended as new well records become 

available. 

As proposed, this workflow represents a significant departure from current methods of mapping 

subsurface unconsolidated sediment at MGS, and current methods of compiling geologic sensitivity maps 

at DNR.  It is likely that as test cases are implemented, modifications will be needed to the workflow and 

that new product deliverables will need to be developed.   In addition to mapping tasks, implementing 

proposed changes to update subsurface databases QDI and CWI along with proposed aquifer naming will 

require cooperation and close communication between DNR hydrologists, MGS geologists, and GIS staff 

from both groups.  Although considerable time and effort will be required to accomplish these tasks, as 

outlined the workflow provides a framework for keeping CGA deliverables current with existing 

subsurface data, and in a format useful to natural resource managers and planners. 
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List of Figures 

Figure 1.  Project investigation area.  A. Location of statewide, 5km-spaced west-east cross sections 
across south-central Minnesota, Bonanza Valley Ground Water Management Area (GWMA) boundary 
shown in blue; B. Bonanza Valley Ground Water Management Area.  Location of Kandiyohi County 
Geologic Atlas 1km spaced west-east cross sections shown.  Bonanza Valley interpolated sand model 
includes areas both mapped and unmapped using closely spaced cross sections.  Extent for Figures 2.C 
and 7 shown as dashed box. 

Figure 2. Examples of problems with current subsurface mapping methods of Quaternary deposits. A. 
Plan view example of rippling effect in unit rasters created by taking unit top and base elevations from 
cross section contact lines rather than interpreted borehole record contacts - from Kandiyohi County 
Geologic Atlas, Hamilton et al., (2019) ; B. Multiple sand bodies within a single till unit requires till 
unit to be divided (Ist1, Ist2, Ist3…) to accommodate the model building process - from Cass County 
Geologic Atlas, cross-section E-E’, Lusardi et al. (2018) Stipple pattern on cross section qualitatively 
shows areas of less mapping certainty; C. geologist not mapping subsurface units in plan view results in 
distinct linearity corresponding to the west-east cross section direction –  units gs4a and us1 from 
Kandiyohi County Geologic Atlas, Hamilton et al., (2019).  Extent shown on Figure 1. 

Figure 3.  Bonanza Valley - oblique views of interpolated model.  Land surface topography shown in 
gray.  Likelihood of sand occurrence shown gradationally from low probability (blue) to high (red).  A. 
complete model.  Surficial sands that cover most of the GWMA are clearly visible; B. likelihood of 
sand occurrence, beneath surficial sand, between 1050 and 1130 feet above mean sea level; C. 
likelihood of sand occurrence between 800 and 900 feet above mean sea level.  Elevations chosen based 
on histograms shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4.  Bonanza Valley interpolated model histograms, by township. Histograms show count by 
elevation of matrix points where likelihood of sand occurrence is greater than 40 percent. Bimodal and 
trimodal distributions show elevation ranges of buried sand bodies within the township.  Cross section 
A-A’ from Staley (2018) shown in red (see Figure 6).  See Figure 5 for enlarged histograms. 

Figure 5.  Bonanza valley interpolated model histograms for adjacent Townships 122 and 121N, Ranges 
50 and 40 W, enlarged from Figure 4.  Trimodal distributions show surficial sand, along with major 
buried sand bodies within elevation ranges of 800 to 900, and 1050 to 1130 feet above sea level.  
Elevation ranges are broadly similar within adjacent townships but indicate changes in buried sand 
body elevations and morphology between townships. 

Figure 6.  Comparison of interpolated model to mapped geologic cross section.  Example from 
Kandiyohi County Geologic Atlas, cross-section A-A’ from Staley (2018) plate 4.  A.  Cross section 
with mapped sand bodies shown as hachured polygons; till units shown without hachures.  B. Same 
cross section with interpolated model superimposed with wells symbolized by lithology – hotter colors 
indicate greater likelihood of sand occurrence.  Trimodal histogram distribution shown in Figure 5 is 
visible in both mapped (A) and interpolated (B) sands associated with unnamed 2 and 3, and Sauk 
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Center and Meyer Lake Members of the Lake Henry Formation tills (elevations 800 to 900 and 1050 to 
1130 feet above mean sea level respectively) and surficial sand.  Cross section location shown Figure 4; 
associated histograms shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

Figure 7.  Comparison of cross-section based and interpolated sand model (stippled). Interpolated sand 
model elevations displayed bracket elevations of cross-section based units gs4a and us1.  From 
Kandiyohi County Geologic Atlas, Hamilton et al., (2019). Extent shown on Figure 1. 

Figure 8.  A. Hennepin County elevation histograms and interpolated model (stipples) in plan view. B. 
published cross-section B-B’ (Berthold, 2018) with interpolated model sand overlay shown as orange 
columns. 

Figure 9.  Mapping till surfaces (bases) only - example from Hennepin County, CGA cross-section B-B’ 
(Berthold, 2018).  Bases are drawn in cross-section view and contoured in plan view where till was 
mapped to be present prior to the deposition of the next youngest till unit.  As the model is built, 
unconsolidated material surface topography - starting with the land surface, is cut by progressively 
older units, with the previously eroded surface becoming the top of the unit base below it (see Figure 
10).  In model nomenclature, surfaces derived from the lines shown are ‘working’ surfaces; ‘eroded’ 
surfaces are created as the process proceeds through working surfaces in stratigraphic order. (After Nita 
and others, 2007). 

Figure 10.  Hennepin CGA cross-section B-B’ final till bases after processing with interpolated sand 
model overlay.  Note that till unit bases are now trimmed in places where that unit was above the 
overlying younger unit.  Sand model results correspond reasonably well to mapped sand bodies. 

Figure 11.  Calculation of cumulative low-permeability thickness – L-Score -  above the upper-most 
(highest elevation) occurrence of an aquifer code for each unique XY location in the interpolated sand 
model:  A. L Score for lowest-most aquifer ‘Rockford 02’ equivalent to the length of box ‘A’  In this 
township, aquifer Rockford 02 occurs between elevations of approximately 800 and 850 feet, outlined 
by the dashed box; B. L-Score for middle aquifer ‘Rockford 01’ equivalent to length of box ‘B’; C. L-
Score for the bedrock surface equivalent to the length of box ‘C’ minus the the sum of 20 foot sand 
layers within the column.  These L-scores could also be weighted by the relative texture-based 
permeability estimate for each till. 
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Appendices 

A.1 Process steps for building interpolated sand model 

In all cases, scripts used in process steps are hard coded for values and paths.  This, of course, can and 
should be modified with a user interface to allow the user to assign these values at runtime. 

Primary source data used: 

County Well Index (CWI) stratigraphy table c5st, converted to a point feature class with each row 
represented by a point, referred to in this document as ‘cwi_strattable_featureclass’.  Additional fields 
added to this table from CWI index table c5ix as part of the feature class building process: 

Description Table source 
well elevation c5ix.elevation 
utm easting c5ix.utme 
utm northing c5ix.utmn 
Interval top elevation [elev_top] c5ix.elevation  - c5st.depth_top 
Interval top elevation [elev_bot] c5ix.elevation  - c5st.depth_bot 

 

• Create 250 meter by 250 meter point matrix that covers study area.  Script: 
01_generate_gridpoints.py 
 

• Assign kclass variables to ‘cwi_strattable_featureclass’.  Script: This process has not been 
scripted but it could be. 

o Create new text field in feature class table called “combined” 
o Create new integer field in stratigraphy table called “kclass” 
o Concatenate primary lithology [lith_prim] and secondary lithology [lith_sec] into 

“combined” field 
o Using Arcmap table command ‘summarize’ on field “combined”,  create a new 

‘summary_combined’ table containing a unique set of ‘combined’ attributes. 
 In ‘summary combined’ table, create a new integer field called “kclass” 
 Sort table in descending order by count 
 Assign kclass values to table rows until majority of rows have been assigned 

• 1 = fine-grained material  (i.e. ‘clay’) 
• 2 = mix  (i.e. ‘claysand’ or ‘sandclay’ 
• 3 = coarse-grained material (i.e. ‘sand’, ‘grvl’, ‘sandgrvl’, ‘grvlsand’ 

o Join stratigraphy table and ‘summary_combined’ table by field “combined” and 
calculate cwi_strattable_featureclass.kclass = combined_summary.kclass. 
 

• Split cwi_strattable_featureclass into individual point feature classes for each 5 foot elevation 
interval within the feature class elevation range.  (max elev_top to min_elev_min) Output are 
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point feature classes with the name format ‘eXXXX’ where ‘XXXX’ is the elevation interval value 
in feet above mean sea level  Script: 02_geostats_select_by_elevation.py 
 

• Use ArcGIS Geostatistical Analyst extension ‘Geostatistical Wizard’ to establish generic 
geostatistical model for both ordinary kriging and ordinary kriging prediction standard error 
calculations. Script: This process has not been scripted and should not be.  Generic models will be 
used for all elevation intervals and is largely dependent on data density.  Decisions on what looks 
like a reasonable model are based on investigator’s mapping experience and understanding of 
depositional processes in glacial settings. 

 

o Geostatistical Wizard: Kriging/CoKriging option.  Source dataset is elevation interval 
(output from 02_geostats_select_by_elevation.py) with a good distribution across the 
study area.  In this example, source dataset is e1130 (point date for elevation interval 
1130) and Data Field is kclass:  

 

 

o Geostatistical Wizard: Kriging type is ‘Ordinary’ option.   Set primary threshold value to 
exceed 2.5  This is done to for probability output to evaluate sand likelihood (kclass  = 
3).  Output Surface type is ‘Probability:  
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o Geostatistical Wizard: Kriging type is ‘Ordinary’ option.   Set primary threshold value to 
exceed 2.5  This is done to for probability output to evaluate sand likelihood (kclass  = 
3).  Output Surface type is ‘Probability:  

 

o Geostatistical Wizard: Semivariogram/Covariance modeling.  The variogram shown here 
shows a reasonable result, with data becoming less correlated with distance along the x 
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axis.  Typically, few changes of model parameters are made at this point.  If variogram 
looks flat, then a different representative dataset or data extent should be used 

 
o Geostatistical Wizard: Searching neighborhood.   Typically no changes to parameters 

made here either.  Except in unusual circumstances where anisotropy is known, an 
isotropic search radius works well.    Click ‘Finish’ to reach completion report screen. 

 
 

o At this stage, the probability model is completed.  The screen shows the method 
parameters used.  Save the model and note the location.  In the scripts that follow, this 
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model has been put in a folder called ‘geostats_models’ and named 
‘ordinary_kriging_regional.xml’   
 P:/…./geostats_models/ordinary_kriging_regional.xml 

 
o The resulting probability map is displayed on the screen:    

o To calculate prediction standard error for this map, right-click on the result layer name 
in the table of contents and go to ‘Method Properties’:  
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o Change output surface type to ‘Prediction Standard Error’ and click ‘Next’: 

 
o Because this is calculating prediction standard error for the same model, variogram 

parameters stay the same by clicking ‘Next’.  The following screen appears:  

 
o This model evaluates the probability prediction by evaluating data density.  It’s a critical 

step for limiting model interpolation only to those areas where there are enough wells 
to make a reasonable prediction.  Click ‘Finish’ to complete the model and see 
parameter values used: 
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o As previously, save the model and note the location.  In the scripts that follow, this 
model has been put in a folder called ‘geostats_models’ and named 
‘ordinary_kriging_prediction_std_error.xml’   
 P:/…./geostats_models/ordinary_kriging_prediction_std_error.xml 

 
o The figure below shows resulting prediction error grids overlain with datapoints 

symbolized by kclass for the chosen elevation interval.  Deciding what to use for a cutoff 
value for prediction standard error varies from one dataset to another. 
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o Use the identify button to get a surface value at the edge of where you would like 
interpolation to stop. The classification colors for this surface and the distribution of 
data point can help you do this.   In the image below, the error value circled in red is for 
the point on the surface indicated by black star.  Record this number for use in the batch 
prediction standard error model script to be run later. 

 
• At this stage, probability and prediction standard error models have been completed and saved, 

and are ready to be applied to all elevation intervals in the dataset. 
 

• Run batch version of probability model through all elevation intervals.  These are the same 
elevation ranges used in the script  geostats_select_by_elevation.py  This script writes resulting 
probability estimate rasters to a temporary folder on local drive. Script: 
03_run_GeoStats_probability_kriging.py 

• Run batch version of prediction standard error model through all elevation intervals.  These are 
the same elevation ranges used in the script  geostats_select_by_elevation.py  This script writes 
resulting prediction standard error rasters to a temporary folder on local drive. Script: 
04_run_Geostats_prediction_std_error.py 

•  Using probability rasters and prediction standard error rasters as a mask, likelihood of sand 
occurrence values are assigned points within a 250 meter by 250 meter matrix for each 
elevation interval.  Output are point feature classes with the name format ‘gpntsXXXX’ where 
‘XXXX’ is the elevation interval value in feet above mean sea level.  Script: 
05_run_surfacespot_assignment.py 
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• Using the ArcGIS ‘merge’ command, ‘gpntsXXXX’ for each elevation interval are merged into a 
single feature class ‘gpnts_merge’.  Each point is ‘Z aware’, so the model will project into 3-
dimensions within ArcScene without having to set base elevations.  This model is essentially 
completed with the exception of some clean-up tasks: 

o Add points from wells not included in the model.  These are wells with sand and gravel 
in their stratigraphy record that were outside the limits of the interpolation.  Elevation 
interval uninterpolated data (eXXXX) feature classes are compared with the merged 
‘gpntsXXXX’ feature class (gpnts_merge) and added if missing.  Script: 
06_geostats_find_and_append_points_not_in_model.py 

o Remove points above the land surface and below the bedrock surface.  This is 
currently done manuallly in Arcmap by using the command ‘Add Surface Information’ on  
‘gpnts_merge’: 
 use the NED 30 meter grid for the  land surface.  ‘Add Surface Information’ will 

add the raster value for each point.  Points can then be removed where the 
model elevation (field ‘elev’) is greater than the land surface value.  Remove the 
field ‘Z’ from the attribute field after done with edits. 

 use the latest bedrock topography grid for the bedrock surface.  ‘Add Surface 
Information’ will add the raster value for each point.  Points can then be 
removed where the model elevation (field ‘elev’) is less than the bedrock 
surface value.  Remove the field ‘Z’ from the attribute field after done with 
edits. 

• With the model completed, construct histograms of sand occurrence by township.  This is used 
to give the geologist a sense of where buried sand exists over the study area before beginning 
cross sections.  Script: 07_create_histograms_by_township.py 
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A.2 Workflow for mapping subsurface till units 

• Build cross sections, mapping bases of till units only 
• Once satisfied with lines, assign stratigraphic pick individual wells in CWI and QDI 
• Contour unit bases based on cross section-derived elevations and point elevations from CWI and 

QDI 
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Python scripts 

In all cases, scripts are hard coded for values and paths.  This, of course, can and should be modified 
with a user interface to allow the user to assign these values at runtime. 

01_generate_gridpoints.py 
# replace min,max values with utms in 250 meter increments that 
# cover the study area. 
f = open("c:/temp/olist.txt", 'w') 
for i in range(394500, 532500, 250): 
    for j in range(4918000, 5074500, 250): 
        ostring = str(i)+","+str(j)+"\n" 
        f.write(ostring) 
         
print "all done" 
f.close 
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02_geostats_select_by_elevation.py 
# ExtactFeaturesByLocationAndAttribute.py 
# Description: Extract features to a new feature class based on a Location 
#  and an attribute query 
# Requirements: Python and the Python win32all extension 
 
#General comments: 
#   input and output paths are hard-coded, represented here 
#    with 'generic' 
#   file geodatabase 'geostats_model_workarea.gdb' is not created 
#    by this script, currently created manually prior to running 
#    the script. 
 
# Create the Geoprocessor 
import arcgisscripting 
gp = arcgisscripting.create() 
 
# allow overwrites 
gp.overwriteoutput = 1 
 
 
#emax = 1100 
#emin = 390 
emax = 1375 
emin = 640 
intr = 5 
 
# Make a layer from the feature class 
gp.MakeFeatureLayer("P:/generic/geostats_model_workarea.gdb/qxxx_kclass","lyr") 
 
i = emax 
while i > emin:     
    print "selecting by elevation " + str(i) + "..."    
    qstr = ' "elev_top" >= ' + str(i) + ' AND "elev_bot" <= ' + str(i-intr) 
 
    gp.SelectLayerByAttribute("lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", qstr) 
 
    # Write the selected features to a new featureclass 
    if i < 1000:         
        oFC = "P:/generic/geostats_model_workarea.gdb/e0"+str(i) 
    else: 
        oFC = "P:/generic/geostats_model_workarea.gdb/e"+str(i) 
    gp.CopyFeatures("lyr", oFC) 
 
    i = i - intr 
 
print "all done" 
del gp 
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03_run_GeoStats_probability_kriging.py 
# Purpose: Create probability grids for elevation intervals 
 
#General comments: 
#   input and output paths are hard-coded, represented here with '...' 
#   input file geodatabase 'geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb' is not 
#    created by this script.  It holds elevation interval feature classes 
#    created by the script 'geostats_select_by_elevation.py' 
#   This script uses a temporary folder on the local drive to speed up 
#    calculations and store a large number of temporary feature classes 
#    and grids used during processing.  Folder should be created 
#    prior to running the script.  The temporary name here is shown as 
#    'd:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi'  Its worthwhile 
#    keeping these project-specific to help troubleshoot output. 
 
 
# Create the Geoprocessor object. 
 
import arcgisscripting 
gp = arcgisscripting.create() 
 
# allow overwrites 
gp.overwriteoutput = 1 
 
#emax = 1280 
#emin = 350 
emax = 1375 
emin = 640 
intr = 5 
 
i = emax 
while i > emin: 
    print "working on "+str(i)+"..." 
    try: 
        # Set the input GA layer. note - should be specific 
        # to this dataset.  It is the saved probability model 
        # created using the ArcGIS ‘Geostatistical Wizard’ 
        inputGALayer = "P:/.../geostats_models/ordinary_kriging_regional.xml" 
 
        # Set the new input dataset 
        if i < 1000: 
            inputDset = "P:/.../geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb/e0"+str(i) 
        else: 
            inputDset = "P:/.../geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb/e"+str(i) 
 
        # Set the field name 
        inputDset = inputDset + " kclass" 
 
        # Set output layer name 
        outLayer = "newlayer" 
 
        # Check out Geostatistical Analyst extension license. 
        gp.CheckOutExtension("GeoStats")  
 
        # Process: Create a Geostatistical layer... 
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        gp.GACreateGeostatisticalLayer( inputGALayer, inputDset, outLayer) 
 
        # convert outLayer to grid and write to temporary folder on local drive 
        if i < 1000: 
            outputGrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/grd_e0"+str(i) 
        else: 
            outputGrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/grd_e"+str(i) 
        # Set some of the parameters. 
        cell_size = 150 
        points_horiz = 1 
        points_vert = 1 
 
        # Check out GeoStatistical Analyst extension license. 
        gp.CheckOutExtension("GeoStats")  
 
        # Process: GA Layer To Grid... 
        gp.GALayerToGrid_ga ("newlayer", outputGrid, cell_size, points_horiz, 
points_vert) 
 
 
    except: 
        # If an error occurred while running a tool, then print the messages. 
        print gp.GetMessages() 
 
    i = i - intr 
 
print "all done" 
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04_run_GeoStats_prediction_std_error.py 
# Purpose: Create prediction standard error grids for elevation intervals 
 
#General comments: 
#   input and output paths are hard-coded, represented here 
#    with '...' 
#   input file geodatabase 'geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb' is not 
#    created by this script.  It holds elevation interval feature classes 
#    created by the script 'geostats_select_by_elevation.py' 
#   This script uses a temporary folder on the local drive to speed up 
#    calculations and store a large number of temporary feature classes 
#    and grids used during processing.  Folder was created 
#    prior to running the 'run_Geostats_probability_kriging' script, and 
#    the temporary name here must be the same.  Its worthwhile 
#    keeping these project-specific to help troubleshoot output. 
 
##   Enter the cutoff value from manual prediction standard error investigation 
##   in the line “InWhereClause = "value < 0.xx", replacing xx with your 
##   chosen cutoff value. 
 
# Create the Geoprocessor object. 
import arcgisscripting 
gp = arcgisscripting.create() 
 
# Check out Spatial Analyst extension license 
gp.CheckOutExtension("Spatial") 
 
# Check out Geostatistical Analyst extension license. 
gp.CheckOutExtension("GeoStats")  
 
# allow overwrites 
gp.overwriteoutput = 1 
 
#emax = 1280 
#emin = 350 
emax = 1375 
emin = 640 
intr = 5 
 
i = emax 
while i > emin: 
    print "working on "+str(i)+"..." 
    try: 
        # Set the input GA layer. 
        inputGALayer = 
"P:/.../geostats_models/ordinary_kriging_prediction_std_error.xml" 
        # Set the new input dataset 
        if i < 1000: 
            inputDset = "P:/.../geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb/e0"+str(i) 
        else: 
            inputDset = "P:/.../geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb/e"+str(i) 
 
        # Set the field name 
        inputDset = inputDset + " kclass" 
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        # Set output layer name 
        outLayer = "newlayer" 
 
        # Check out Geostatistical Analyst extension license. 
        # gp.CheckOutExtension("GeoStats")  
 
        # Process: Create a Geostatistical layer... 
        gp.GACreateGeostatisticalLayer( inputGALayer, inputDset, outLayer) 
 
        # convert outLayer to grid and write to temporary folder on local drive 
        if i < 1000: 
            outputGrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/egrd_e0"+str(i) 
        else: 
            outputGrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/egrd_e"+str(i) 
        # Set some of the parameters. 
        cell_size = 150 
        points_horiz = 1 
        points_vert = 1 
 
        # Check out GeoStatistical Analyst extension license. 
        # gp.CheckOutExtension("GeoStats")  
 
        # Process: GA Layer To Grid... 
        gp.GALayerToGrid_ga ("newlayer", outputGrid, cell_size, points_horiz, 
points_vert) 
 
        # create masking grid based on probability std error grid value < 0.30 
        # this value chosen from intial probability error investigation 
 
        InWhereClause = "value < 0.30" 
        if i < 1000: 
            OutRaster = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/mgrd_e0"+str(i) 
        else: 
            OutRaster = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/mgrd_e"+str(i) 
        gp.ExtractByAttributes_sa(outputGrid, InWhereClause, OutRaster) 
         
    except: 
        # If an error occurred while running a tool, then print the messages. 
        print gp.GetMessages() 
 
    i = i – intr 
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05_run_surfacespot_assignment.py 
# Purpose: Getting the elevation value for point features off a surface. 
 
#General comments: 
#   input and output paths are hard-coded, represented here 
#    with '...' 
 
#   input file geodatabase 'geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb' is not 
#    created by this script.  It holds elevation interval feature classes 
#    created by the script 'geostats_select_by_elevation.py' 
#    and 250m by 250m point matrix created by the script 
#    'generate_gridpoints.py' 
 
#   output file geodatabase 'qxxx_model_kriging_sand.gdb' is not 
#    created by this script. It will hold output points with 
#    likelyhood of sand occurrence values assigned and should be 
#    created prior to running. 
 
#   This script uses a temporary folder on the local drive to speed up 
#    calculations and store a large number of temporary feature classes 
#    and grids used during processing.  Folder should be created 
#    prior to running the script.  The temporary name here is shown as 
#    'd:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi'  Its worthwhile 
#    keeping these project-specific to help troubleshoot output. 
 
#Create the Geoprocessor object 
import arcgisscripting 
gp = arcgisscripting.create() 
 
# allow overwrites 
gp.overwriteoutput = 1 
 
#Check out the 3D Analyst extension 
gp.CheckOutExtension ("3D") 
gp.toolbox = "3D" 
 
# Check out Spatial Analyst extension license 
gp.CheckOutExtension("Spatial") 
 
#set output to Z enabled 
gp.OutputZFlag = "enabled" 
 
# 250m by 250m gridpoints created by 'generate_gridpoints.py' 
gpoints = "P:/.../geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb/grdpnts_250" 
 
 
##emax = 1640 
##emin = 890 
emax = 1375 
emin = 640 
intr = 5 
 
i = emax 
while i > emin: 
    print "processing elevation " + str(i) + "..." 
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    try: 
        if i < 1000: 
            ingrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/grd_e0"+str(i) 
            maskgrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/mgrd_e0"+str(i) 
        else: 
            ingrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/grd_e"+str(i) 
            maskgrid = "d:/temp/qxxx_model_kriging_cga_kandiyohi/mgrd_e"+str(i) 
        tmpgrid = "d:/temp/msk"+str(i) 
        # Process: ExtractByMask 
        gp.ExtractByMask_sa(ingrid, maskgrid, tmpgrid) 
        oFC1 = "d:/temp/tmp_e"+str(i)+".shp" 
        if i < 1000: 
            oFC2 = "P:/.../qxxx_model_kriging_sand.gdb/gpnts_e0"+str(i) 
        else: 
            oFC2 = "P:/.../qxxx_model_kriging_sand.gdb/gpnts_e"+str(i)            
        gp.outputZValue = i 
        gp.CopyFeatures(gpoints, oFC1) 
 
        # Process: Interpolate a point height off a grid 
        gp.surfacespot_3d (tmpgrid, oFC1) 
 
        # Make a layer from the feature class 
        gp.MakeFeatureLayer(oFC1,"lyr") 
 
        gp.SelectLayerByAttribute("lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", '"spot" > 0.3 ')        
        gp.CopyFeatures("lyr", oFC2) 
        #gp.CalculateField_management(oFC2, "elev", i) 
        gp.CalculateField_management(oFC2, "elev", i, "PYTHON", "#") 
 
    except: 
        # If an error occurred while running the tool, print the error messages. 
        print gp.GetMessages() 
 
    i = i - intr 
 
print "all done" 
 
gp.delete  
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06_geostats_find_and_append_points_not_in_model.py 
# ExtactFeaturesByLocationAndAttribute.py 
# Description: Extract features to a new feature class based 
# on a Location and an attribute query 
# Requirements: Python and the Python win32all extension 
# Author: ESRI 
# Data 1/1/2004 
 
#General comments: 
#   input and output paths are hard-coded, represented here 
#    with '...' 
 
#   input file geodatabase 'geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb' is not 
#    created by this script.  It holds elevation interval feature classes 
#    created by the script 'geostats_select_by_elevation.py' 
#    and 250m by 250m point matrix created by the script 
#    'generate_gridpoints.py' 
 
#   input and output file geodatabase 'qxxx_model_kriging_sand.gdb' is not 
#    created by this script. It holds output points with 
#    likelyhood of sand occurence values 'gpntsXXXX' where XXXX 
#    is the elevation interval in feet above mean sea level, along with 
#    merged version 'gpnts_merge'assigned. 
 
# Create the Geoprocessor 
import arcgisscripting 
gp = arcgisscripting.create() 
 
import arcpy 
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("3D") 
 
#set output to Z enabled 
gp.OutputZFlag = "enabled" 
 
# allow overwrites 
gp.overwriteoutput = 1 
 
#get layers to compare 
arcpy.env.workspace = "P:/.../geostats_model_filegeodatabase.gdb" 
featureclasses = arcpy.ListFeatureClasses('e*') 
 
gp.MakeFeatureLayer("P:/.../qxxx_model_kriging_sand.gdb/gpnts_merge","gpnts_lyr") 
 
# create output file using gpnts_merge as a template 
oFC = "qxxx_kclass_wsand_not_in_modelb" 
outputpath = "P:/.../qxxx_model_kriging_sand.gdb" 
template = outputpath + "/gpnts_merge" 
arcpy.CreateFeatureclass_management(outputpath,oFC,"POINT",template) 
 
for fc in featureclasses: 
    print 'checking layer '+ fc + '...' 
    arcpy.AddField_management(fc,"elev", "INTEGER") 
    arcpy.AddField_management(fc,"spot", "DOUBLE") 
    gp.MakeFeatureLayer(fc,"well_lyr") 
    elevno = int(fc[1:5]) 
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    qstr = "kclass = 3" 
    gp.SelectLayerByAttribute("well_lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", qstr) 
    selectcount = int(arcpy.GetCount_management("well_lyr").getOutput(0)) 
    if selectcount !=0: 
        print 'updating cursor for '+fc+'...' 
        rows = arcpy.UpdateCursor("well_lyr") 
        for row in rows: 
            row.elev = elevno 
            row.spot = 1.00 
            rows.updateRow(row) 
        del row 
        del rows 
        # compare with gridpoints model 
        gpnts_qstr = "elev = "+str(elevno) 
        gp.SelectLayerByAttribute("gpnts_lyr", "NEW_SELECTION", gpnts_qstr) 
        # remove from selection, wells less than 250 meters horizontal 
        # distance from final 3d sand model (gpnts_merge) 
        arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management ("well_lyr", "within_a_distance", 
"gpnts_lyr","250","REMOVE_FROM_SELECTION") 
        # add features to output file 
        arcpy.Append_management("well_lyr", outputpath+"/"+oFC, "NO_TEST") 
    else:  
        print 'no records selected' 
 
# make output feature class z-aware based on calculated elevation field 
print "make output 3D by elevation field..." 
oFC2 = "P:/.../qxxx_model_kriging_sand.gdb/qxxx_kclass_wsand_not_in_model_3Db" 
arcpy.FeatureTo3DByAttribute_3d(outputpath+"/"+oFC, oFC2, 'elev') 
 
arcpy.CheckInExtension("3D") 
 
print "all done" 
 
del gp  
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07_create_histograms_by_township.py 
# routine to create histograms of sand elevations by township 
# requires matplotlib utilities 
 
#General comments: 
#   input and output paths are hard-coded, represented here 
#    with '...' 
 
#   input file geodatabase 'qxxx_sand_model.gdb' is not 
#    created by this script.  It holds final version of 
#    3D interoplated sand model 'gpnts_merge', renamed 
#    'gpnts_5ft_mapview' 
 
#   input feature class 'PLS_Townships_clip.shp' 
#    is a clipped version of the statewide 'PLS_Townships' layer. 
#    Its extent should buffer the study area by at least one township 
 
#   output folder 'P:/.../illustrations/histograms"' is not 
#    created by this script. It will hold output histogram images 
#    and must be created prior to running. 
 
import arcpy 
import os 
 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.mlab as mlab 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
 
 
fig = plt.figure() 
 
t = [] 
table1 = "P:/.../gis/vector/PLS_Townships_clip.dbf" 
fields1 = ["twprngdir"] 
 
with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(table1,fields1) as rows1: 
    for row1 in rows1: 
        t.append(row1[0]) 
         
del rows1         
 
#create township-range and elevation layers 
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management("P:/.../gis/vector/PLS_Townships_clip.shp","tr_layer
") 
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management("P:/.../gis/gdb/interpolated_model/qxxx_sand_model.g
db/gpnts_5ft_mapview","el_layer") 
 
 
fig = plt.figure() 
print "beginning selection by township-range..." 
for tr in t: 
    print "working on "+str(tr)+"..." 
    # select elevation values by township 
    whereclause = '"twprngdir" = '+str(tr) 
    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management('tr_layer','NEW_SELECTION', whereclause) 
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    arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management('el_layer', 'intersect', 'tr_layer') 
    result = int(arcpy.GetCount_management('el_layer') [0]) 
    if result > 0: 
        x = [] 
        with arcpy.da.SearchCursor('el_layer',"elev") as rows3: 
            for row3 in rows3: 
                x.append(rows3[0]) 
        del rows3 
 
        histoPNG = "P:/.../illustrations/histograms" + os.sep + "h"+str(tr)+".png" 
        #n, bins, xaxisrange, patches = plt.hist(x, 20, (700,900), facecolor='green') 
        n, bins, patches = plt.hist(x, 20, range=[700, 1300], facecolor='green') 
        plt.xlabel('Elevation (feet above msl)') 
        plt.ylabel('occurence') 
 
        plt.title('Elevation Distibution '+str(tr)) 
        plt.axis([700, 1300, 0, 2000]) 
        plt.grid(True) 
        fig.savefig(histoPNG, dpi=fig.dpi) 
        fig.clf() 
     
plt.close() 
 
print "all done" 
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